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Walk Together in Light 

Ephesians 5.8–14 
Pastoral prayer: Ps 23 !
Introduction 
2nd wk in a row starting msg w same q: who said it? Much easier 
this time. “I am the light of the world.” A: J. A 2nd q: who said it? 
“You are the light of the world.” A: J. So which is it? J & his discs 
the light of the world exactly the same way? Or a qualitative 
difference? Or is he just hopelessly contradictory? Eph 5. Today's 
psg addresses this q. No doubt J's words in back of Paul's mind as 
he writes. Affirms both sides of J's teaching: J & his discs both light 
of the world. Tells us how that's poss. Look for it as I read. !
So how is it poss? Discs are light in the L, by virtue of our union w 
X, truth he's been affirming throughout letter. Eph all about how in 
X the future invades/dawns on the present, the arrival of the future 
in X. Some day all will be light, darkness dissipated, all will be as it 
should. Not yet, but some day. Until then in X that fut blessing has 
intruded on our pres world. Many ways to describe that intrusion: 
unity in a world of hostility, holiness in a world of futility, love in a 
world of lust. But here intrusion like light in a world of darkness. !
Happens in X. Not just in his pers (earthly life/death/res). Yes, J has 
come & a new age has dawned. But intrusion continues in union w 
him (8). Union w X may still be a fuzzy concept for some: sounds 
imp, but what is it? Summary blessing of the gos, blessing out of 
which every other one flows (1.3). Refers to the relat bet X & his 
peo forged by the Sp that results in his peo's identity w X, 
participation w his life/death/res, and incorporation into his body. 
(See Campbell's Paul and Union w X.) !
Sounds theological, esoteric even. But immensely practical, as this 
txt shows. Helps us understand relat bet two statements of J. Fund 
X is light of world, qualitatively dift than Xians as light of world. 
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Not a symmetrical relat, not light of world in same way. X is the 
light of world bc he is in us, we are light of world bc we are in 
him. Discs not source of light but reflect Source in our world. !
Brings us to this image. Must break out of our 21st cent mindset: 
street lamps, reading lights, backlit screens. Relatively brief period 
of time since intro of light bulb. When Paul said light, it meant just 
about one thing: the sun. (Granted candles/fire.) Sun ruled lives, 
limited working hours, ability to travel, when awake & asleep. In 
spite of present-day workarounds, sun still the light of the world. 
Paul draws analogy bet phys & spir. Three pts of comparison bet 
phys sun & spir light. What sun does phys, X does spir. !
Produces fruit. No veg wo sun: photosynthesis. Paul says same 
about X in us (8–11a). Apart from X we're unfruitful, cp. futility 
(4.17). Labor, work, stress, push, but come up empty, never 
satisfied, even despairing. Why? Bc of the darkness. Darkness 
doesn't produce fruit, light does. & not just “in” darkness, but we 
were darkness (8), characterized our nature. No wonder everything 
came up empty. But in X everything changes, light has dawned, 
produces fruit (9). goodness: broad term, for moral rectitude; also 
generosity (Neh 9.25), beauty (Gen 1.31). righteousness: just 
actions, doing what is right. truth: living in reality, not just speaking 
truthfully but living in light of truth/gos. Made to live this way, but 
humanity has strayed far away, results in futility, fruitlessness, 
emptiness. Bc light has dawned & produces fruit, life of Xian 
consumed w pleasing the L (10). X the Master, we his servants. & 
he's good, gives good gifts, a delight to please him. !
Exposes the darkness. Ill of Illinois corn fields: sun comes up, you 
see what's there. So also X (11b–13a). Unfortunately what's there 
in darkness is ugly, shameful, gross. No wonder peo do what they 
do in secret, under cover of night. Make no mistake: not just their 
darkness, but ours (8a). Still areas of our hearts where light of gos 
needs to shine, idols we love & worship, sins we delight in, 
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attitudes we harbor. Ill of last wk's msg. None of us has arrived. 
Light has dawned, but we're not there yet. !
Awakens the sleeper. Ill of summer am in our east facing apt: sun 
comes up, kids wake up. So also X (13b–14). Most difficult pt of 
this psg. Qs about 13b: compressed thoughts. Doesn't mean 
everyone who's sin is exposed will become a Xian. Does point to 
transformative power of light (dead, sleeper, 14). Gos wakens 
sleepy Xians, converts nominal Xians, reaches non-Xians (Keller). 
Ill of Lazarus. !
Future blessings that have intruded on the present: fruit produced, 
darkness exposed, sleepers awakened. To this pt I've looked at this 
analogy one way: J as light, what he does for us. True, but not the 
pt of this psg. Emph not on X as light but discs as light: what he 
does through us. Ill of going to NY Botanical Gardens: sun works 
through glass, glass reflects, intensifies its light. Agents of blessing. !
Fruit produced through us. When J produces fruit of goodness, 
righteousness, truth in us, cannot be contained. Outward-facing 
aspect to each one. goodness: moral rectitude (doing good to 
others, treating others well), generosity (joyfully giving what we 
have to meet another’s need), beauty (investing creative talents to 
display the glory of G). righteousness: justice, doing what’s right. 
truth: discovering truth about G’s creation, sharing truth of G’s 
word. See how these things flow into your job: from treating others 
w respect and giving what you have to the needy, to creating 
beautiful music & art, from working against injustice and pursuing 
equity to academic investigation and sharing the gospel, from 
preparing a good meal for someone to enjoy to performing 
scientific research. You’re shining a light in your world bc X shines 
through you. & through you he is producing fruit. !
Darkness exposed through us. When J exposes darkness in us, we 
can’t help but see it around us & speak about it. Reason we’d be 
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involved in ending human trafficking or serving the marginalized or 
valuing every human life. What should propel you to speak to your 
boss on behalf of an unjustly treated colleague or write your 
council member/congressperson about injustice. Great danger of 
self-r here, but what guards us from it is the ongoing recog of the 
darkness in our own hearts. We haven’t arrived, but that doesn’t 
keep us from opening our mouths about the brokenness around us. 
Diff bet anger at sinners and brokenness for sinners. One sees their 
brokenness the way they see it: as liberation. But other sees their 
sin the way X sees it & as it was for us: as bondage. !
Sleepers awakened through us. When J wakes us up, we can’t help 
but see those sleeping/in the dark/dead around us & speak words 
of hope & life to them. Note the tone of hope in this word: X will 
shine on you! (14). Not simply trying to tell everyone else that 
they’re going to hell. Remember J’s words about hell normally 
reserved for the relig, not the irrelig! Take words of hope: “open 
your eyes, hear these words of life, & X will shine on you too!” !
Communion 
That’s the free offer of the gos. Step out of the darkness & into the 
light. It can be brutal: X exposes us for what we really are. But like 
Eustace in Dawn Treader, nothing feels so good. & how do you 
know J will accept you? This table tells you: he shed his blood for 
sinners like you. “But you don’t know how dark I am!” You may be 
darkness itself. So was I. But in the L you can be light. So come to 
him. Be set free. Leave the shadows & walk in the sun.
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